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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

AND SINGULAR MEASURES

ROBERT J. BASS

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. In [5], T. MacGregor showed that not every univalent function has

a proposed integral representation with respect to Borel measures on the unit

circle. In this paper, we study the decomposition of measures which do give

rise to univalent functions. The main results show that no measure with a

continuous singular component can ever be associated with a univalent function.

0. Introduction

Let A = (zgC: \z\ < 1) and T = dA.

M(T) will denote the set of finite Borel measures on T; m will denote

normalized Lebesgue measure.

Finally, M(T)/(H0)~ will denote the coset space generated by the closed

subspace

//0')    = (peM(T):   f x "dp(x) = 0, V« > lj ,

(H¿)~ is the annihilator of A(T) = C°(T) n H2(T) in M(T) = C°(T)*.

Therefore, M(T)/(HQl)~ can naturally be associated with the dual of A(T).

By the F. and M. Riesz theorem,

(H0Y = h\x~)m(x):feIIl(T),^f(x)dm(x) = o}.

In [5], MacGregor restated as follows a question regarding the linear span of

the close-to-convex functions in the univalent functions on the unit disk:

If / is analytic and univalent in A, does / have to be represented as in (1)?

(1) f(z) = l[n]= f -    l_   ,dp(x),        \z\<l,
Jt (I - xz)

for some p G M(T).  He resolved the question in the negative by a difficult

linear-functional argument based on an idea of Baernstein.
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(« + !)/ x " dp(x).

In this paper, we shall consider the following related question: If l[p] is

univalent, what can be deduced about the measure p ?

We first observe that any representation such as ( 1 ) is necessarily not unique.

The nth Taylor coefficient of l[p],

/l"]"(0)

Therefore, l[p] = l[u] if and only if (p - i>) g (Hq)~ (i.e., [p] = [v] G

M(T)/(H0l)~ ). In that case, their components which are singular with respect

to Lebesgue measure, ps and vs, are equal. Therefore, the appropriate question

is as follows:

If l[p] is univalent, what can be deduced about ps ?

Example. Consider the Koebe function

k(z)
(l-z)2  " (l-z)2     (1

1

/riï^W'°ê(:(l-z)2     Jt(I-xz)2       \l-x

lU-logij^Admix)

dm(x)

where Ö, is the unit point mass at Ç G T. Thus, there is at least one singular

measure p which gives rise to a univalent function l[p].

The main result of this paper is that the Koebe example represents the ex-

ceptional case. We shall prove the following:

Theorem A. Let l[p] be univalent. Then

(i) there is at most one point of mass for the measure p (i.e., p({Ç}) — 0

for all but at most one point Ç G T ).

(ii) the continuous component of p (p minus its point masses) is absolutely

continuous.

Along the way, we will prove a similar result for the Cauchy-Stieltjes integral

of a measure:

(2) C[ß]{z)= f—l—dp(z),        \z\<\.

Theorem B. Let C[p] be univalent. Then

(i) there are at most two points of mass for the measure p .

(ii) the continuous component of p is absolutely continuous.

1. Local Hp properties of univalent functions

We begin by proving some local Hardy space smoothness properties for uni-

valent functions. These are likely to be well known, or at least not unexpected.

We include them here for completeness.
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Recall that for a general domain Q, a function /, analytic on Q, is in the

space Hp(Çl) if there exists u, harmonic on Q, such that

\f(z)\p <u(z),        Vz€fl.

Definition. Let Q be a smooth, Jordan domain, Ç G d£l, and / be analytic

I" (on Q. We will say that / is locally Hp at Ç, denoted H? (il; Q, if there

exist e > 0 and a harmonic function ur e defined in

il(Ç,E) = iln{z:\z-Ç\<e},

such that

\f(z)f<urJz),       Vzeß(f,e).

For an arc / in dil, we will say that / G Hxpoc(il; I) if / G H^Si; Ç) for

every C G /.

The key results on local Hp are due to Gauthier and Hengartner [3]. In the

notation set up above, we state one of their results as follows:

(3) HP0C(il;diï) = Hp(iï).

We now localize some standard results about univalent functions.

Proposition A. Let f be univalent in A, G' = f, G(0) = 0. Then
1 II

(i) / G //loc (A ; Í) for all but at most one point, Ç G T.

(ii) / G H]oc(A ; Ç) for all but at most two points, Ç e T.

(iii) G G HXoc(A ; Q for all but at most one point, Ç G T.

(iv) For every p < oo, G G Hxpoc(A ; Ç) for all but at most two points, Ç G T.

Before proving the proposition, we recall Hayman's concept of the order of

a univalent function at a boundary point [4] and Prawitz's inequality.

Let / be univalent. Assume /(0) = 0, so that 0 £ f(T).

Definition. The order of / at C € T is given by

o(f; C) = sup h: 3y: [0, oo) - A,  y(t) ̂ ^ Ç,

(4) 3lirn(l - h/(0l)ÓV(7(0)l > o}.

It is trivial to see that this definition is equivalent to

(5) o(f; C) = inf\ß:     lim   (1 - |*|)'|/(z)| = 0

Theorem (Hayman) [4, p.   27].   o(f; Ç) = 0 for all but at most a countable

number of points Ç G T. Moreover,

(6) £>(/■; C)< 2.

The following is essentially a restatement of the Prawitz inequality (see, for

example, [2]).
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Lemma. Let M = max{o(/; C) : C e T}. Then f G Hp, for ail p<l/M.

Proof. Let e > 0 be given.   By a compactness argument, under the stated

assumptions

Therefore, by the Prawtiz inequality,

j\f(rx)\pdm(x)<pjr{M°°{t'f))Pdt

-      Jo    i

1 1

o   (l-tf—dt

< oo,      if p(M + e) < 1

This is completely familiar; however, we now set up a localized form.

Let / be a closed arc in T and £ > 0 be fixed. Let kl denote the arc with

the same center as / and m(kl) = km(l). Let

M, =   max  o(f ; Ü ■
1     cg(i+£)/ '

(Notice that if e is sufficiently small and M¡ ^ 0, then Hayman's theorem

guarantees that M¡ is independent of e ).

Proposition B.

f e HXP0C(A; I),        \tp<l/Mr

Proof. Let il¡ be a C°° , convex domain contained in A, such that dil¡ n T =

(1 + e)l, and O Gil¡. Let </j be a Riemann map onto Q; such that 0(0) = 0.

By the smoothness of (p, <p~  > and <f> , it is easy to see that

o(f(<p);<p-\t;)) = o(f;Q,        VÇ€(1+«)/.

Moreover, if X G (p~ (dil¡\(l + s)l), f(cf>) is continuous at A, so that

o(f;X) = 0.

Therefore,

and

maxc7(f ; X) = M,
xer '

f(4>)eHp(A),        V/j<iM,

There then exists a harmonic majorant « for \f(4>)\p :

\f(cp(w))\p <u(w).

So u(4>~ ) serves as a local harmonic majorant of |/|p at each point Ç G /.

The proofs of Proposition A (i) and (ii) now follow by observing that Hay-

man's theorem allows at most one point C where o(f; Ç) = 1 and at most
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two points d , C2 where o(f; £.) > 1 . Parts (iii) and (iv) are likewise then

localized versions of the following (see, e.g., [1]).

(1) If £G//1/2,then ¡zgeH].

(2) If g G H1 , then fz g e Hp for every p < oo.

2. Local weak-* convergence in M(T)/(HQl)

Lemma. Let F = ¡z f. Then f = l[p] if and only if F = C[p] - C[p](0)

Proof. Let

/(*)= f —l—jdßix)
Jt (1 -xz)>T (1 -XZ

/    / W_

JtT  \n=0

2>+l)*"+V      rf/l(*)
n=0 /

£>+!)/}(«+l)z\

«=0

So

F(z) = £ A(»)2" = C[p](z) - C[p](0).

The proof is reversible to obtain the converse.   G

Proposition C. Let F = ¡z f. Then the following are equivalent:

(i)

sup0<r<i\\[F(rx)-dm{x)]\\M{T)/^ < oo.

(ii)  There is a measure p G M(T) such that f = l[p].

(iii)  There is a measure v G M(T) such that F = C[u]. Moreover, [v] is a

weak- * limit point of

MIT)
{[F(rx)dm(x)]: 0< r < 1} C

K
Proof, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent by the preceding lemma with

v — p - p(0) -dm .

The implication (i) => (iii) is the Banach-Alagolu theorem for M(T)/(H0l)~

_ fff°°^Y) n C )*. Given (i), there exists a measure v and a sequence rn —► 1

such that

[F(rnx)dm(x)]^[u],

weak- * . In particular,

/    '"<*>= lim/
Jt(1-XzY       n^ocJT

F(rnx)dm(x)

(1-XZ)¿        n^ocJT       (l-XZ)

lim f(r z) = f(z
n—Kx        "
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Finally, assume (iii). Then

CO

f(z) = Y,{k+l)û(k+l)zk.
fc=0

Therefore,

F(rx)A(n) = r"û(n),        V«>0.

Let P be an analytic polynomial

N

P(x) = ^2akxk.
k=0

By the standard duality pairing,

([v] - [F(rx)] ,P) = I P(x)(du(x) - F(rx) dm(x))

N

= Yd^-rk)0(k)ak
k=0

approaches zero as r —► 1. Therefore, [F(rx)dm(x)] —► [77], weak-*, as

r —* 1 , and the boundedness of {||[yy(rx)úfm(x)]||: r < 1} follows from the

Banach-Alagolu theorem.

We are now in a position to make the connection between the integral repre-

sentations and local Hp properties.

Let Xe denote the characteristic function of a set E.

Proposition D. Let g = C[u], e > 0 be given and I be a closed arc in T. If

g G HXoc(A; kl), where k = 1 + e, then x¡v is absolutely continuous.

The following argument uses two lemmas whose proofs we postpone to the

next section.

Proof. According to Proposition C, (a subnet of)

(7) {[F(rx)dm(x)]: r < 1} converges weak-* to [v] .

We will ignore the indication of a subnet, since a slightly more careful proof of

the proposition would actually show that [u] is the only limit point.

Lemma A.  g e Hxloc(A; kl) implies that

(8) {Xk,(x)g(rx): r < 1} converges to xk,(x)g(x) in LX(T) .

Convergence in L (T) is stronger than norm convergence in M(T)/(HQ)~~

since

^0 Ho

where MS(T) denotes the space of measures singular with respect to Lebesgue

measure.
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Then, combining (7) and (8) gives the result:

(9)
{[XTn(x)g(rx)dm(x)]: r < 1}converges weak-* to [v(x) - x¡(x)g(x)dm(x)],

[Note: xT/i(x) = ' _ X¡(x) > f°r all x G T.]

Clearly,

hr(z) = C \[xTXkl(x)g(rx)dm(x\

g(rx)dm(x)

iz)

-L
T\kl 1 ~ XZ

extends across / (by the same formula) to a function analytic off /. Moreover,

by Proposition C again,

sup
0<r<l

\[XT\ki(x)s(rx) ■ dm(x)]\\ = M < oo.

Therefore, if z ^ T\kl, for every r < 1,

l*^d.s.(z;'rW)M-

Now since |Är(z)| (r < 1) is locally uniformly bounded off T\kl, there is a

function h , analytic off T\kl, and a sequence rn , increasing to 1, such that

hr (z) —► h(z) uniformly on compacta. Since point evaluations are continuous
n

linear functionals, it follows from (9) that

/z|A = C[z7(x) - xk¡(x) ■ g(x) dm(x)].

In other words,

C[v(x) - xk,(x) ■ g(x) dm(x)]

extends analytically across kl.

Lemma B. If C[X] extends analytically across an arc A, then xA^ is absolutely

continuous.

According to the lemma,

XklAv-Xi-g- dm) = Xkl-v-Xfg-dm

is absolutely continuous, and therefore so is xk¡v •

We are now able to prove our main theorems.

Theorem A. Let l[p] be univalent.

(i)  There is at most one atomic point for p.

(ii)  The continuous component of p is absolutely continuous.

Proof. Let

g= f l[p] = C[p-p(0)dm].
Jo

Then, according to Proposition A

geHxl(A;Q,
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for all but at most one point C,qeT . Now, let / be any closed arc in T not

containing £0 • Proposition D implies that

Xr{p-ß{0)dm)

is absolutely continuous. Thus, the singular part of p(ps) is concentrated in

(T\l)~ . Letting

'„-{íer:|C-Col>¿}
and n —> oo, shows that ps is concentrated at Ç0 •

Theorem B. Let C[v] be univalent.

(i)  There are at most two atomic points for v .

(ii)  The continuous component of v is absolutely continuous.

Proof. According to Proposition A,

CMg<c(A;C)

for all but at most two exceptional points Ç, , £2 • By exhausting each of the

components of 7\{Ç,, Ç2} as in the above proof, we get the result that v is

concentrated in {Ç,, Ç2} .

3. Two LEMMAS

In this section, we include the proofs of the two lemmas left from the proof

of Proposition D. Each is a straightforward adaptation of well-known results.

Lemma B. Let I be a closed arc in T. Suppose that

f e HPJA; (I + e)l),        p < oo .

Then

X,(x) ■ f(rx) A^U x,{x) ■ f(x)

in if'T).

Proof. Let il¡ be as in the proof of Proposition B, and 4>: A —► Q, be a

Riemann map with (f)(0) = 0 . By the Gauthier-Hengartner result, / G Hp(il¡)

or, equivalently, /(</)) G HP(A). Therefore,

f(4>(rx)) A^L f(4>(x))

in L"(T).
Let (t ) be any sequence increasing to   1 .   Since / is a convex mapping,

there exists a sequence (rn) increasing to 1 suchthat /„(/3(A) ç <f>(rnA).

Therefore, by Littlewood's subordination principle (see, e.g., [1]),

j \f(tj(x))\p dm(x)< jT\f(<p(rnx))\p dm(x)

<J\f((t>(x))\pdm(x)<oc.
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Now, by the change of variable a = <f>(x) and dominated convergence, we get

lim/    \f(ta)\p i \da\= [    \f(a)\P — -^TT-\da\.
t-*lJda, \(p •(</>   (a))\ Jea,

Since f(ta) converges pointwise a.e. to f(a),

1

|0.(0-'(q))|

1/(^)1 •   ,  ,      ,,_!,    „,,/„   ̂ ^  l/(Q)l
\4>-(4>-l(a))\l/p \<pA4>-\ot))\lP

in LP(T).

The result then follows by noting that

is C°°(T), and therefore

is a multiplier of LF

\<PAcf>~l(a))\l,p

Xl(a)\<p-(<f>-l(a))\l/p

Corollary (Lemma A). Let I be a closed arc in T. If C[p] extends continuously

to I, then Xiß " absolutely continuous.

Proof. Since C[p] is bounded at each point of /, it is locally H   at each point

of /. Therefore, X/ß € L (T) by the previous lemma.
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